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Abstract

Newspaper advertisements can be fine-tuned so that the message execution determines what thoughts readers will have. Two kinds of execution strategies were studied: the informative execution—offering factual data about the product and advertiser—and the affective approach, which includes fewer facts and relies on emotional creative themes and pictorial elements to communicate its message. This experiment found that the affective execution yields better top-of-mind recall of newspaper ads seen the previous day. If the advertiser's intent is to instill memories of the ad, itself, in order to maintain top-of-mind awareness, affective executions should be used. If the intent is to foster thoughts about the product's and seller's attributes, an informative execution works better.
An inescapable reality of advertising is that effectiveness relies entirely on memory. Thus, the ultimate effect of, say, a print advertisement is dependent on consumer storage and later retrieval from memory of the kinds of feelings, thoughts or information that are consistent with the intent of the advertising message. What message strategies are more effective in this respect? More specifically, do advertisements with a predominantly factual, rational message execution achieve this effect better than those with an essentially affective, emotional execution?

Kotler (1983) notes that the message execution aspect of creative strategy deals with how a message is communicated. Executing the message invokes four key variables: execution style (e.g. emotional, factual, image-based, fantasy-based, lifestyle-based, testimonial-based), tone (e.g. positive, humorous, lighthearted, serious, somber), words in the copy, and mechanical elements (e.g. type face, color, illustrations, spatial arrangements within the ad). These variables are, of course, interrelated and an ad that uses, say, an emotional message execution often relies on all of these elements to achieve it.

Informative, factual executions are supposed to foster cognitive reactions in the audience ("I buy most of this ad's arguments about the dangers of drinking and driving"), while emotional, affective executions are supposed to evoke emotional responses—-not only liking-disliking ("The pictured results of drinking and driving are repulsive"), but also reactions to the ad, itself ("I adore that koala bear spokesman for QANTAS airlines"), and moods and feelings like excitement, joy, sadness, warmth, fear, anger (cf. Batra and Ray 1986; Hill and Mazis 1986; Holbrook and Batra 1987; Holbrook and O'Shaughnessy 1984; Kroeber-Riel 1979; Lautman and Percy 1984; Mitchell 1986;

Which of these two message executions with its attendant psychological response to the ad works better to evoke the thoughts that the advertiser wants to elicit, using the print medium? Our review of the research on this problem revealed two things: the answer is much less straightforward than expected; and not much has been reported for the print medium.

Although several studies have addressed the message execution problem with television commercials as stimuli, only a few have used print stimuli, and in many cases these were hypothetical, not real, advertisements. Where actual print ads were tested, they typically were limited to four-color magazine ads, usually in full-page format. Yet, the newspaper is a vehicle for a huge proportion of print advertisements, most of which are in black ink and in smaller than full-page format. Finally, some studies did not employ a between-subjects design and, thereby, may have compromised their internal validity.

The purpose of our study was to add to the literature on affective vs. informative message executions and their effects on thoughts, recall and evaluations of print ads in newspapers. We used a between-subjects experimental design in trying to determine these effects.

**Effectiveness of Emotional vs. Factual Executions**

**Television Commercials**

Ray and Batra (1983) offered reasons why emotional ads (presumably, those with higher arousal potential) should be more effective and memorable than ads without emotional overtones: consumers may pay greater attention to emotional ads, affect may enhance the extent to which consumers process items contained in the appeal, affective content leads to more favorable evaluations of the
advertisement, and affective cues or components in the message may be recalled more easily.

Golden and Johnson (1983) reported that consumers thought that "thinking" (compared to "feeling") television commercials are more likable, provide more useful information, and give greater motivation to purchase. Goldberg and Gorn (1987) argued that informational advertisements lack stimuli eliciting cues and this limits the positive/negative thoughts consumers retrieve. In contrast, emotional ads have numerous personal cues and this increases the chance of eliciting personal thoughts related to cues in the advertisement. When they tested this proposition with both informational and emotional TV commercials, more information was recalled for informational advertisements than for emotional ones. Yet, respondents felt happier when viewing emotional commercials, they rated emotional commercials as more effective, and emotional commercials resulted in higher purchase intentions.

Others have also reported that audiences liked emotional (as opposed to neutral) television commercials more and judged them as more influential (Friestad and Thorson 1986), though Hill and Mazis (1986) found no inherent liking or disliking of emotional or factual executions.

Friestad and Thorson's (1986) subjects viewed emotionally intense and emotionally neutral TV commercials and, six to eight weeks later, were asked to recall everything they could about the commercials. Emotional messages were more likely to be recalled than neutral ones and led to higher levels of recall for product category and brand name. This latter finding evidently flies in the face of the common belief among advertising practitioners that emotional commercials "don't recall well" (Zielske 1982).

By contrast, Edell and Burke (1987, p 423), argued that "An ad that
elicits no feelings from viewers, however, may be effective if it provides information to the viewer." Also, it appears that some forms or levels of arousal may not be related to recall. Studies using commercials with a warm (i.e., tender, warmhearted, sentimental) execution strategy showed that the feeling of warmth generated by a commercial was not positively associated with recall (Aaker, Stayman and Hagerty 1986). This may have occurred because the arousal level was too weak or the changes (from a baseline state) in feelings evoked by these commercials were not dramatic (cf. Choi and Thorson 1983).

Print Stimuli
Several studies have been reported in which print stimuli were employed to examine the effects of informational and emotional executions for advertisements. Lutz and Lutz (1977) reported that interactive pictures enhanced recall of print advertisements while non-interactive pictures (pictures separated from the brand name) generated recall no better than that achieved with verbal-only advertisements. In a partial replication of the Lutz and Lutz study, Biron and McKelvie (1984) found that picture conditions resulted in superior recall to verbal conditions even when the illustrations and verbal portions were separated. Childers and Houston (1984) examined the role of interactive pictorial stimuli in which verbally presented brand names were accompanied by pictures that directly portrayed the brand name. They found that pairing pictures with verbal brand names enhanced brand name recall when people were engaged in sensory but not semantic processing. But after a two-day delay the picture conditions yielded better recall in both sensory and semantic conditions. Dickson et al. (1986) reported that illustrations added to print advertising copy enhanced belief formation and attitude toward the product. In contrast, Kisielius and Sternthal (1984) reported that
instructions to image and the presence of story board illustrations lowered subjects' favorable judgments about a fictitious brand of shampoo.

The evidence favors the superiority of the emotional execution for TV commercials and print advertisements. "Thinking" TV commercials were reported as more informative and likable by Golden and Johnson (1983), and Goldberg and Gorn (1987) reported greater information recall for informative commercials than for emotional ones. Kisielius and Sternthal (1984) concluded that a message execution without illustration for print advertisements was superior. Conversely the arousal evoked by emotional (pictorial, colorful, musical, subjective) elements and cues produced stronger effects and recall in a number of studies employing television commercials as stimuli (Edell and Staelin 1983; Friestad and Thorson 1986; Keller 1987; Kroeber-Riel 1979; Ray and Batra 1983; Srull 1983; see also Dutta and Kanungo 1975). With print stimuli, the emotional execution was found to be superior by Lutz and Lutz (1977), Biron and McKelvie (1984), Childers and Houston (1984), and Dickson et al. (1986). No studies were found which examined this issue for black-ink newspaper advertisements.

Objectives and Hypotheses

This study compared the types of immediate thoughts and memories stemming from shoppers' exposure to black-ink newspaper advertisements in two message executions: high affect-low information content (affective ads) and, for the same products, high information content-low affect (informative ads). The effects of these two executions on day-after recall and the ad's likability, attractiveness, understandability, informational sufficiency, and ability to entice were also assessed. The two executions were based on Holbrook's (1978, p. 547) definition of factual content as "logical, objectively verifiable
descriptions of tangible product features" and emotional ("evaluative") content as "consisting of emotional, subjective impressions of intangible aspects of the product" featured in the communication. Since no advertisement is entirely devoid of either type of content, our focus was on the impact of ads that emphasized one execution over the other, as determined by a content analysis of each ad which captured factual vs. emotional elements.

Cognitive and affective responses to print ads can be measured at two points in time. First, one can analyze the content of a shopper's reactions (verbalized thoughts and emotions) immediately upon studying the ad—we shall call this immediate thoughts. Second, one can assess the content of what was remembered by the shopper, say, 24 hours later—call it day-after thoughts. In this study, after showing newspaper ads to shoppers in a mall, we analyzed the content of thoughts occurring right after exposure, and thoughts mentioned a day later.

Guided by the findings of other researchers, the predictions of this study were that the two message executions have different effects on (a) recall; (b) type of thoughts occurring immediately or a day later; and (c) evaluations of the ads:

H1: The incidence of recall of the advertisement and advertiser's identity is greater for affective ads than for informative ads.

H2: Affective ads generate more thoughts about the advertisement; informative ads generate more thoughts about the product.

H3: Affective ads generate more thoughts about the product's attraction or interest; informative ads generate more thoughts about the product's brand name, tangible attributes, quality/value, or benefits/uses.

H4: Affective ads generate more thoughts about the advertisement's attention-getting properties, effectiveness, or arousal properties; informative ads generate more thoughts about the ad's informativeness, mechanical elements, or words.
H0: Affective ads and informative ads generate thoughts about the advertiser with equal frequency.

H1: Affective ads generate positive (as opposed to negative) thoughts more frequently than do informative ads.

H2: Shoppers' ratings of an ad's likability, attractiveness, understandability, and ability to entice are higher for affective ads than for informative ads.

H3: Shoppers' ratings of an ad's informational sufficiency are higher for informative ads than for affective ads.

Method

Newspaper Advertisements

Two advertisements were used for each of six products. In each pair, one ad embodied the informative message execution and a second ad the affective execution. Over a period of several weeks, we reviewed advertisements appearing in a daily newspaper serving a city of 100,000 inhabitants in order to identify ads that would represent either informative or affective executions. More than 50 such advertisements were initially considered. Next, we made trial attempts to revise each ad so that it represented the opposite execution by removing or adding facts, or removing or rearranging pictures and graphic elements. For example, to convert an affective execution into an informative one, we deleted or modified its pictorial elements and added facts about the product or seller. Eventually, 12 advertisements and their matching opposite executions were contemplated. However, mindful of the need to obtain contrasting executions in advertisement pairs, cover a variety of product types and keep the demand on a respondent's time reasonable, six pairs of newspaper ads were finally selected for the experiment. The advertised products were women's fashion watches, men's apparel, hearing aids, a driving school, pizza, and a camper van.
The newspaper's art department cooperated by producing finished ads from mock-ups of our modified execution of each advertisement. These and the original ads were then printed on newsprint with unrelated text on the reverse, so each ad appeared to have been cut out of a newspaper. Figure 1 is an example of a matched pair of affective and informative ads.

Figure 1 about here

Manipulation Checks. One method for obtaining relative informativeness scores for print ads is Liefeld's (1985) Informativeness Index, based on content analysis. The number of pieces of information present in an advertisement are counted. A piece of information is defined as any objective or factual datum which could be used by consumers to reduce uncertainty in their choice, purchase option, or use of a product or service. This index was used to quantify the informativeness of each advertisement and to confirm that the two executions within each pair differed in informativeness. The index scoring was done independently by the authors and by students who were familiarized with the procedure. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 about here

For two advertisement pairs (women's watches and driving school), the decision was made to use ads where the informativeness scores within pairs were similar, but that differed on the affective dimension because pictorial elements had been removed or rearranged. Thus, two ad pairs differed not in informativeness, but only in affect, whereas four ad pairs differed in
informativeness and affect. We wanted to determine whether manipulation of only one dimension of affective vs. informative executions would result in smaller differences between these pairs on the dependent measures.

An objective measure of the degree of affect present in each print advertisement was not available to us. To check for affect subjectively, 16 university students were asked to examine each ad pair and to pick the one which aroused their emotions more. Out of 96 such comparisons (16 x 6), in 95 of them the affective execution was chosen over the informative execution as the more emotionally charged of the two. These manipulation checks supported our conclusion that treatment contrasts on the affect dimension and, in four of six ad pairs, on the informativeness dimension were sufficiently clear-cut for the purposes of this study.

Experimental Design
Over a 10-day period, shoppers were intercepted in a mall located in the same city served by the daily newspaper. Screening criteria excluded people under the age of 21 and those working in the mall. Quotas were applied for sex (50/50) and age. Of 669 people approached, 325 met the screening criteria and completed a self-administered questionnaire about the stimulus ads, inside an interviewing booth. Subjects were later asked for their telephone number "if for some reason we need to get in touch with you about this study."

A balanced, between-subjects design was used and a subject was shown only one execution from each of the six ad pairs, but, in total, saw three affective and three informative executions. The six ads seen were mounted on six separate pages in a ring binder. The 12 binders prepared for the experiment represented 12 permutations of presentation order of affective and informative executions for the six products. Binders were rotated within age
and sex quotas, to negate any order-of-presentation effect.

Dependent Variables

**Immediate Thoughts.** Immediately after examining an ad, and before turning to the next one, the shopper answered a question asking for a listing of all thoughts about the ad (open-ended).

**Ad Evaluations.** The same ad was then rated on five 10-point, bi-polar scales (listed in order of appearance on questionnaire): "I like/dislike the ad," "The ad is/is not attractive," "...is easy/difficult to understand," "...tells/does not tell me what I need to know to make a choice," and "...makes/does not make me want to buy the product." Shoppers also reported (on a 10-point scale) their interest in the product shown. To control for familiarity with the ad or product, subjects were asked (yes/no) whether they had ever seen the ad and whether they had shopped for or purchased an item similar to the one shown, within the past four months.

**Day-After Recall and Thoughts.** The following day, subjects were reached by telephone and asked to confirm that they had been interviewed in the mall. Unaided recall measures recorded which ads were remembered; for each ad mentioned, subjects were asked to describe what they could remember about it (thoughts; open-ended) and whether they could recall the identity of the advertiser or seller. For each ad not spontaneously mentioned, recall was aided by asking "Do you remember an ad for (product)?" If yes, data were obtained on thoughts and advertiser's identity.

To the open-ended immediate thoughts and day-after thoughts, we applied the following coding scheme which categorized comments related to the product, ad, and advertiser:

1) Comments about the **product**: Liking/disliking; interest/no interest;
brand name; tangible attributes; quality/value; benefits/uses; other.

2) Comments about the ad, itself: Attention-getting aspects; effectiveness; arousal aspects; informativeness; mechanical elements; words; other.

3) Comments about the advertiser: Tangible attributes of the seller's establishment; intangible attributes of the seller; other.

Comments not specific to the product, ad, or seller, and unclassifiable responses were coded separately. Comments in all categories were additionally coded as having a positive, negative or neutral valence. All comments were independently coded by two graduate students and the codes later compared. Variances were resolved by discussion between coders and one of the authors.

Analysis

Of the 325 shoppers who completed questionnaires in the mall, 234 were reached by telephone to conclude the day-after recall phase.

For the tests of H1, treatment differences in the incidence of day-after recall of, (a) the six advertisements, and (b) the identity of the advertiser were tested with univariate chi-square analyses of the frequencies summed across the six ads. To test H2 to H6, we used frequency crosstabulations to analyze more than 10,000 thoughts (immediate and day-after) by experimental treatment, by product, and by type and valence of thought. So as to avoid capitalizing on chance, we considered the overall pattern and direction of numerous tabled differences (after testing for significance with a chi-square analysis) in order to determine whether or not a hypothesis was supported.

Finally, H7 and H8 were tested for each product. We applied multivariate analysis of variance to the ratings of an ad's likability, attractiveness, understandability, informational sufficiency; and ability to entice—with message execution serving as the two-category independent variable, while
interest in the product served as a covariate.

Results

Day-After Recall

Unaided Recall of the Ad. Of 234 shoppers, 230 could mention at least one of the advertisements they had seen a day earlier in the mall. The incidence of unaided recall of a second and third ad was 224 and 201 shoppers, respectively, diminishing to 140, 71 and 21 people for four, five and six ads.

Table 2 gives the frequencies, by ad execution, for the first-recalled ad and also the incidence of ad mentions—in any order. For every pair of ads, the affective version was recalled first (i.e., top of mind) more often than the informative execution, and this overall tendency was statistically significant. No consistent treatment effect is discernible when mentions in any order are counted. Since top-of-mind recall of a brand is often a dearly sought goal among advertising agencies and their clients, these findings imply that marketers aiming deliberately for top-of-mind awareness should prefer affective rather than informative message executions for their advertisements.

Table 2 about here

Recall of the Advertiser. Frequencies of whether or not subjects could recall the identity of the advertiser or seller were examined for all ads spontaneously recalled, and for all ads remembered after aiding. Analyses of advertiser recall by message execution, similar to those reported in Table 2, revealed no consistent or significant differences due to experimental treatment.

Hypothesis 1, therefore, was only partially supported: an affective
message execution works better than an informative execution for top-of-mind recall of a newspaper advertisement, but for recall of the advertiser's identity, both executions produce the same results.

Immediate and Day-After Thoughts

Table 3 summarizes the results of testing $H_2$ to $H_6$. All of these tests represent the results of a type-of-thought by ad-execution crosstab. In line with the day-after recall analyses, both immediate and day-after thoughts are broken down by the shopper's first-occurring thought, and first three thoughts, as written down or mentioned on the telephone. In addition, for the day-after thoughts, separate (thought-type by ad-execution) crosstabs were generated for spontaneously recalled ads and for ads remembered after aiding. These unaided and aided results have been combined to produce one hypothesis test result in each row of the last two columns in Table 3.

In reporting the 120 (5 hypotheses x 6 ad pairs x 4 thought tests) chi-square significance test results to generate Table 3, an alpha level of .05 could yield six significant differences by chance. Of the 38 significant results reported in the table, 32 are in the hypothesized direction. We note, however, that crosstabs which count a shopper's first three thoughts inflate the n's in a table and make a significance test suspect. The reader should bear this in mind when interpreting the columns for first three thoughts; perhaps, the direction of the observed effect is more appropriate here.

Examining the findings for $H_2$ that affective ads generate more thoughts about the ad than the product, and conversely for informative ads, 19 of the
24 test results are in the hypothesized direction. There are two significant reversals when immediate thoughts are analyzed. In the pizza ads, the affective dimension had been manipulated by including/removing a picture of the product, and this may have cued subjects to have product-related immediate thoughts--like commenting on the toppings shown--even though there was less verbal product information in the affective execution. Note that this effect disappears in day-after thoughts. Recall that the women’s watches ads did not differ in informativeness but only in affect. To achieve a difference in affect, we rearranged the pictorial content to make it look more formal and serious in the "informative" execution, while the affective illustration looked more buoyant and playful and the copy mentioned words like "Time for fun. Liberate your wrist forever! Wear a watch that snaps on, Pops up. Twists 'round" (words omitted from the other version), and this difference in copy may have prompted subjects to have more product-related immediate thoughts and day-after first thoughts for the affective ad and fewer such thoughts for the informative ad.

With these two exceptions, H2 was supported. Affective newspaper ad executions generate more thoughts in readers about the ad than about the product advertised, while informative executions foster more thoughts about the product than about the ad, itself.

H3 was not supported. Looking across the columns in Table 3, there is no consistent pattern of effects due to ad execution, for any of the ads tested. We expected that an affective execution of a newspaper ad would cue thoughts about liking/disliking the product or its interest to the reader, whereas an informative execution would direct the reader's thoughts to the product's brand name, tangible attributes, quality, and benefits, but conclude that
neither execution succeeds better at directing these two kinds of thoughts about the product.

The picture that emerges from tests of H4 is quite different. In 21 out of 24 tests, the differential effects of affective vs. informative executions are in the hypothesized direction. Affective newspaper ads tend to succeed better than informative ads in directing the reader's thoughts to the ad's ability to draw attention, evoke emotions and be effective; informative executions do a better job of steering thoughts toward the informativeness of the message, the wording of the copy, and the mechanical elements of the ad format. Thus, the more information you put into a newspaper ad (and the less it relies on affective elements), the more readers will focus on and remember whether the ad tells them enough about the product, what the copy says about it, and what format elements (type face, illustrations, spatial layout) were used—the latter presumably because a lack of strong, and potentially distracting, affective elements makes the reader focus on mechanical aspects.

H5, that affective and informative executions of a newspaper ad are equally effective in stimulating thoughts about the advertiser, was not adequately tested. We were caught off guard by the smaller than expected incidence of thoughts about the advertiser for every ad pair. Although none of the tests showed a significant difference between ad executions, which is what this hypothesis predicts, the tabled frequencies were generally too small for meaningful analysis and we prefer to suspend judgment.

H6 is that affective ads will stimulate positive thoughts (of any kind) more often than will informative ads. This hypothesis is substantiated by the results in Table 3: 20 out of 24 test outcomes are in the hypothesized direction. The informative message execution fosters thoughts about the degree
of informativeness and wording of the copy (H₄). Such thoughts are likely to be more evaluative, rational and critical and, therefore, one would expect a greater mix of positive and negative thoughts than for the affective execution which focuses on feelings and emotions (generally positive).

Evaluations of the Ads

Table 4 shows the six MANOVA results for shoppers' ratings of the ad pairs. Initial tests revealed that ad ratings were not related to sex and age, but interest in the advertised product did correlate with these ratings. Thus, interest was included in the models as a covariate and it was significant in all ANOVAs. The predictions of H₇ that the affective execution would be evaluated more favorably than the informative one on likability and attractiveness are confirmed for five of the six ads; its predictions that the affective execution also rates higher than the informative one on understandability and ability to entice are borne out for three ads. The driving school ad pair (which did not vary in informativeness [Table 1], but only in affective elements) produced the only reversal of H₇, since the informative execution was easier to understand than the affective one. In retrospect, the affective version looks more cluttered with a halftone illustration, headlines, several typefaces, and copy in small type; the informative ad has no illustration, is crisper and the copy uses bullets to list the same information in a bold typeface about twice the height. With the exception of these driving school ads, every ad pair showed the expected differences due to message execution on at least three of the four evaluations under H₇. Overall, the findings and direction of effects support the notion that an affective message execution is liked more, is more attractive, is easier to understand, and makes the reader want to buy the product more than
an informative message execution.

Table 4 about here

Finally, \( H_0 \) was not confirmed. Our findings on shoppers' ratings of informational sufficiency were, to summon an oxymoron, mildly astonishing. Replacing affective elements with more facts about the product/seller/advertiser did not result in any greater perception that "The ad tells me what I need to know to make a choice." Although this finding would be expected for women's watches and driving school whose ad pairs do not vary on the Informativeness Index (Table 1), the remaining ad pairs clearly differed on this index but did not produce differences in ratings. The exception (and sole reversal of \( H_0 \)) was the pizza ad pair, where the affective execution, with fewer pieces of information, was rated higher on informational adequacy. Obviously, shoppers felt that neither ad execution fully offered the information that they needed to make a choice, but neither was completely devoid of such information (note that all means are very close to the scale midpoint of 5.5). We speculate that, even after factual material is added, the reader and prospective customer wants more information before making a choice. This and the previous findings imply that newspaper advertisers should worry less about having enough decision-making information in their ads (since prospects will seek additional data, anyway, before making a choice) and focus on affective elements to improve memorability, understanding, desire to buy, and identity of the seller.

Conclusion

Several researchers have reported that strongly arousing, emotional elements
in television and print ads generate better recall and superior attitudes than do ads without these themes. This study found similar effects for black-ink newspaper ads, using a between-subjects design for greater internal validity. The external validity of the experiment could be questioned on the grounds that the mall shoppers interviewed knew they were participating in a study on newspaper ads. On the other hand they did not know our hypotheses and were not expecting to be questioned about what they remembered a day later.

Focusing on two major message executions for newspaper ads, we studied the distinct effects of affective ads—which rely on emotional creative themes and pictorial elements—and informative ads that substituted affective elements with choice-relevant facts about the product and advertiser. The affective execution generates better top-of-mind recall of a newspaper ad seen the previous day, but does not improve recall of the advertiser. If the advertiser's intent is to instill memories of the ad, itself (e.g., positive recollections, pleasant associations, surprise, shock, vivid images), in order to maintain, say, top-of-mind awareness of the establishment or brand, affective executions should be used. If the intent is to foster thoughts about the product (e.g., focus attention on product attributes, invite inquiries, provide buying tips), an informative execution is preferable because this type of ad tends to stimulate thoughts about the product.

The advertiser limited to the newspaper as a vehicle for promotional expenditures can improve the understandability and persuasiveness of the message by choosing an affective execution for the message, provided it is relatively straightforward and brief. Typical of this approach is an anti-smoking print ad that pictured a revolver loaded with cigarettes instead of bullets—very direct; powerful imagery; simple message.
### TABLE 1
Mean Informativeness Index Scores for Six Pairs of Advertisements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>Scored by the Authors</th>
<th>Scored by Students*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informative</td>
<td>Affective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's Apparel</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing Aids</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camper Van</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving School</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Watches</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Standard deviations in parentheses

### TABLE 2
Incidence of Unaided First-Recalls and Recalls in Any Order, by Ad Execution
(Partial Test of $H_1$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>First-Mentioned</th>
<th>Mentioned in Any Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informative</td>
<td>Affective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's Apparel</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing Aids</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camper Van</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving School</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Watches</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column Totals</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi Square (on totals) $7.43; df = 1$  
Significance $=.01$

Chi Square (on totals) $0.09; df = 1$  
Significance $=ns$
TABLE 3
Results of Hypothesis Tests by Ad, Immediate Thoughts & Day-After Thoughts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>Immediate Thoughts</th>
<th>Day-After Thoughts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₂: Thoughts about the ad vs. thoughts about the product</td>
<td>Men's Apparel</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hearing Aids</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camper Van</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driving School</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women's Watches</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃: Thoughts about differing aspects of the product</td>
<td>Men's Apparel</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hearing Aids</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camper Van</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driving School</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women's Watches</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₄: Thoughts about differing aspects of the ad, itself</td>
<td>Men's Apparel</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hearing Aids</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camper Van</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driving School</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women's Watches</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₅: Positive thoughts vs. negative thoughts</td>
<td>Men's Apparel</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hearing Aids</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camper Van</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Driving School</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women's Watches</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No significant results for any ads or thoughts; frequencies generally too small for meaningful analysis

Note: +++ = Effect in hypothesized direction (p < .05, two-tail)
+ = "", "", "", "", but n.s.
- - = Opposite to "", "", (p < .05, two-tail)
- = "", "", "", "", but n.s.
0 = No discernable direction of effect
TABLE 4
MANOVA Results for Shopper Evaluations of Six Advertisement Pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>MANOVA Result</th>
<th>Likability</th>
<th>Attractiveness</th>
<th>Understandability</th>
<th>Ability to Entice</th>
<th>Informational Sufficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men's Apparel</td>
<td>F = 7.59*</td>
<td>26.89*</td>
<td>38.31*</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>17.81*</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3*</td>
<td>6.4*</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.5*</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing Aids</td>
<td>F = 10.61*</td>
<td>20.62*</td>
<td>39.70*</td>
<td>13.22*</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.4*</td>
<td>6.4*</td>
<td>7.4*</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camper Van</td>
<td>F = 6.41*</td>
<td>21.50*</td>
<td>22.53*</td>
<td>19.60*</td>
<td>12.09*</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.1*</td>
<td>7.0*</td>
<td>8.3*</td>
<td>5.5*</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>F = 6.38*</td>
<td>9.70*</td>
<td>26.65*</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>11.23*</td>
<td>4.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0*</td>
<td>5.9*</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.1*</td>
<td>5.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving School</td>
<td>F = 10.46*</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>27.00*</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>8.7*</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Watches</td>
<td>F = 3.14*</td>
<td>5.91*</td>
<td>12.95*</td>
<td>5.04*</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2*</td>
<td>6.5*</td>
<td>7.6*</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05 for F-ratios and for differences in means (Duncan's Multiple-Range Test)
FIGURE 1

Example of a Matched Pair of Affective and Informative Message Executions
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